Your medical records, anytime, anywhere.

Custom management of your project
From the preliminary design phase to acceptance, we can propose a turnkey project or transfer of skills.

Interoperability
Patient administration management, biology, imaging, pharmacy, meals...
Framework based on XML, IHE HL7 standard, etc.

Architecture
High level of availability
Web Access
Oracle & SQL Server databases

REFERENCES

Paris Hospitals
- Lariboisière Hospital
- Saint-Louis Hospital
- Hôpital de la Pitié-Salpêtrière

Healthcare networks
- Retinopathy
  OPHDIAT network (Paris and surrounding area)
  OPHCARE (French “regions”)
- Lymphoma:
  LHENABASE network (University hospital in Nantes and surrounding area)
- Cochlear Implant:
  IFIC - Parisian Cochlear Implant Institute (Avicenne Hospital – Paris)
- Rare neurological illnesses
  CERVO – Centre for rare vascular diseases of the central nervous system and the retina (Lariboisière Hospital – Paris)
Middlecare is a platform for document production allowing physicians and medical staff to create all types of reports, letters and structured forms.

Middlecare meets the requirements of each ward, each specialty and each physician activities.

Middlecare, with its user-friendly interface offers the possibility to create complete structured forms. With its drop-down menu, creating scores, calculations, graphics and lists will be an easy task.

Middlecare offers also, for MS Word users, the possibility to create documents and forms using a markup based system.

Middlecare Workflow Manager, Documents & Forms Builder

1 Production

Middlecare is a medical middleware concentrating all medical documents and events.

Middlecare integrates all patients’ medical history and tracking.

Middlecare allows full interoperability with other systems compliant with international communication protocols (HL7, DICOM, XML...).

Middlecare integrates:
- Patient identity and movements
- Clinical laboratories reports
- Medical imaging reports
- Prescriptions
- Specialties application software

Middlecare is a secure web access portal allowing access to information “anywhere” “anytime”.

Middlecare offers a real time overview of patient tracking and full patient history

Middlecare is accessible:
- Using smartphone, tablets or PC
- Using a full security access.

Middlecare includes powerful communication features

Middlecare:
- Communicate using secure web message
- Export the information to National Health Records
- Export Data and realize medical and epidemiological studies and statistics

With its EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) engine and its capacity to match the physician’s working approach, MiddleCare is the Orchesta Conductor of the patient workflow and your medical activities.

10 reasons to deploy Middlecare:

- Quicker and easier access to patient medical records.
- Improvements in the quality and efficiency of overall patient management
- Speeding up and simplification of processes
- Ease of implementation
- Information consistency and Centralization
- Easy to create new documents
- Traceability of multiple record modifications
- A paperless solution, reducing the risk of double-entries
- Reinforced security with Electronic Signatures
- Complete Statistics menu
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- Quicker and easier access to patient medical records.
- Improvements in the quality and efficiency of overall patient management.
- Speeding up and simplification of processes.
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- Reinforced security with Electronic Signatures.
- Complete Statistics menu.
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- Export the information to National Health Records.
- Export Data and realize medical and epidemiological studies and statistics.
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